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INTRODUCTION TO 
CRM & MARKETING AUTOMATION 

Marketing for every business is at the utmost priority & is actually a very critical affair at the 

same time. Managing multiple marketing activities, conducting various marketing campaigns, 

leads acquisition, conversions, follow up & what not is not that easy. But the technology has 

upgraded its niche too far & the sophisticated tasks are not so sophisticated anymore. It has 

become possible with evolving marketing automation technology that managing everything 

right away with one platform is attainable.  

Email

SMS

Push

In-App
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COMPONENTS OF CRM & MARKETING 
AUTOMATION 

Email/SMS Marketing In-app messaging & Push notifications

Marketing campaigns Tracking user behavior 

Lead generation Lead management 

Lead Nurturing Customer Retention

Social Media Marketing Customer Management

Analytics & tracking performance 
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WHAT IS 
LEAD MANAGEMENT & PROCESS ?

Leads are branched into two categories, potential 
leads & converted leads, and managing both is what 
we refer to as lead management. 

In the prevailing business environment, after-sales 
follow-up also holds a crucial place as maintaining 
sound customer relationships has now become really 
important for a market call. 

The process consists of various activities like 
capturing hot leads, tracking the lead activities by 
connecting with them via emails, SMS, chats, or 
tracking their behavior on website visits & thereby 
engaging them until they make a purchase. 
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GIVE YOUR LEADS THE POWER OF 
MARKETING AUTOMATION !

Hitting leads & getting them converted is what all the game 
play is done for. Be it any marketplace, with just a single sub-
scription you can integrate to the marketplaces of your 
choice & get all the fresh leads captured at one place. 

(Never let any lead unnoticed, hit all at one place)
Capture every lead that pops in

BEST MARKETING AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
Very Good Experience so far. Excellent support and easy to use and intuitive interface.The Software is a 

crux of many tools in a single product and single subscription which otherwise exists as different tools by 
different companies. It handles all aspects of our business right from lead capturing to caller assignment, 
reporting and follow ups and most important automated campaigns to engage the filtered users through 

various mediums.”

VISHAL GUPTA (CTO, Lepasa) 
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Still, not all your leads are ready to hit the sales? Some of them 
still need to be nurtured. For this, you need to understand the 
pain points of the leads. Cronberry lets you send personalized 
campaigns to nurture the leads & educate them & trigger them 
to make purchases. Induce audience interest & trust in your 
brand & let their strings be attached to you forever. 

Enrich every lead with better campaigning 
(Connect with leads in a better way, & retain them forever)

EFFICIENT TOOL TO ENGAGE THE USERS
Overall good app. All required services you will get on a single platform. It allows you to schedule a cam-

paign for a particular date & time. Most affordable solution for user engagement purposes.

NIKITA (Entrepreneur) 
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Distribute the leads to the sales team. Cronberry helps in 
automatically assigning the leads to the sales people, 
thereby not wasting time on manually doing the leads 
distribution process. Gone are the days when manual 
assignment of tasks was done, just get Cronberry, & rest 
this magic wand will do for you. 

(Get the leads converted more quickly & track the human 
resource on the go)

Assign the leads to the manpower

OUTSTANDING WAY TO HAVE USER ENGAGEMENT VIA ALL 
INEVITABLE SOCIAL SOURCES

I would suggest to use. implementation is also easy. Support is quite friendly and available. This 
system has already been used for the last 6 month in my project and I am easily creating campaigns 

through the Cronberry portal.

KULDEEP (Entrepreneur) 
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HOW IT 
WORKS?

Activate/Capture
Integrate your business handle 
with Cronberry & get started.

Monetize
Trigger the leads to get converted 
by sending them attracting deals, 
offers, discounts, etc. 

Engage 
Send personalized campaigns to 
drive actively audience 
engagement. 

Monitor
Track the lead behavior by 
analysing their activities & impart 
an effective engagement plan.  

Retain
Once the hot leads are converted, 
the job doesn’t end there. 
Retaining the leads converted is 
also important.

Re-Engage
Re-engaging plays a great role in 
keeping the customers engaged. 
This will induce upselling, cross 
selling & retargeting. 

1
2

3
4

5
6
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STATISTICAL DATA ABOUT 
UTILITY & GLOBAL ADOPTION OF 
MARKETING AUTOMATION

We’re sharing some researched statistical data depicting the global adoption 
of CRM & Marketing Automation technology. 

of the firms adopted marketing automation 
technology believe their strategy has 
proved right & successful.

90%
of users of marketing automation tech-
nology have seen a tremendous improve-
ment in lead generation. 

Approx 

80% 

of marketers believe that using marketing 
automation can help in shaving off repetitive 
tasks & simplify the work structure. 

With the use of marketing automation tools, 
the productivity can be improved by 20% 
(approx).

Around

40% 
Improved

20% 
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of the businesses have outperformed their 
competitors with the help of marketing 
automation technology. 

65% 
of marketing automation users agree that 
it’s actually really important for scaling 
the overall performance of the business.  

91% 

of the marketers’ said that the strategic goal 
of marketing automation is 
‘Lead Generation’. 

B2B entities have already implemented 
marketing automation technology, while 
40%(approx) are planning to integrate it. 

61% 
Approx

55% 

of the top marketers believe that marketing 
automation is majorly responsible for 
boosting leads & generating revenue. 

9 out of 10 marketers (approx 88%) use 
more than one marketing automation tool 
regularly for performing business multiple 
operations faster. 

80% 
ApproxAround

88% 
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of marketing experts feel content personalization has been improved 
extensively through marketing automation.

Disclaimer* The statistical data represented has been taken from various online websites. 
For any kind of source verification, kindly contact Cronberry support team. 

95%

Marketing 
Automation
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HOW DOES
MAKE EVERYTHING SUPER EASY?

Managing marketing, sales and leads is not a tough buzz now! 

Switch to CRONBERRY- A full-fledged CRM and marketing automation solution serving 
businesses right from marketing using automation to assisting in getting every lead 
converted by providing the best services in the industry. 
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LEADS FROM ALL SOURCES AT ONE PLACE

Now you need to qualify the leads according to the lead score, 
wherein leads are segmented based on the tastes, preferences, 
demographics, buying journey, way of engagement & label them as 
hot leads, interested, not interested etc

ENHANCED & IMPROVED  CONNECTIVITY WITH 
EXISTING AS WELL AS NEW LEADS

No need to keep the lead back-up at multiple places as you’ve got a 
tool to do that and, maintain all the leads data for you at a single 
place to facilitate smooth lead management.

The tool also lets you segregate the type of leads in a precise way so 
as to envisage a better marketing strategy in accordance with the 
ultimate set business goals.

LEAD SEGMENTATION AS PER YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
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TRACK THE CAMPAIGN AND MEASURE ITS SUCCESS

The tool lets the user ensure the timely delivery of the campaign with 
accuracy in capturing the targeted sources. Thus, you can enjoy quality 
lead generation results with better report analysis at the same time.

REAL-TIME REPORT ANALYSIS

The user can take note of every minute performance of the organized 
campaign and thus, measure its success as well by conducting detailed 
and in-depth data analysis.

The tool is so smart that it captures the user interest automatically 
and measures it by determining the time spent by the target lead in a 
particular section or a page and, understand the leads behavior & 
nurture them in exactly the perfect way. 

TRACK THE LEADS BEHAVIOR WITH THEIR ACTIVITIES
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LEAD MANAGEMENT & CUSTOMER 
ENGAGEMENT JOURNEY 

Lead
Generation

Data
Capturing

Welcome
Campaign

CRM/Lead
Assignment

Categorize
and Segment

Sales
Enablement

Follow-upNurtureFollow-up
Campaign

FailedSuccess
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AN IDEAL 
SALES FUNNEL

LEADS CAPTURE

LEADS ENRICHMENT

LEAD CONVERSIONS

FOLLOW-UP

LEADS ACQUISITION Acquiring leads without any 
filters/segmentation

Understanding & triggering the potential 
leads into hot leads

When hot leads make purchase, it gets converted

Maintaining customer relationships for Re-targeting, 
Cross-selling or Upselling & creating brand value

Capturing the potential leads
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#1 CRM & MARKETING 
AUTOMATION SOFTWARE

Enjoy seamless experience with everything automated covering the complete sales 

funnel with the power of Marketing Automation & a complete CRM Package.  

Send personalized emails/SMS/push 
notifications/In-app on the go

Capture leads from multiple sources 
at one place

Better sales- approach by automatic 
leads segmentation

Better campaign delivery analysis 

Real-time reporting Avail the customized themes for 
making messaging more impactful

Get WhatsApp Automation enabled Best plans in the industry & much 
more



#1 CRM & MARKETING 
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POPULAR PLATFORMS CRONBERRY IS 
INTEGRATED WITH. 

Custom Forms

API Integration

Excel
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Give Your Leads 
The Power of Automation

Manage all your leads with more engagement & effectiveness. 

All leads in one place 
Switch to Cronberry Automation & 
integrate the power of automation 
into your business & manage every 
lead on the go. 

Get quick reports & analytics

Get detailed insights into the reports & 
analyse the progress of the 
campaigns’ success by 
understanding in-depth the leakages.

Custom integrations
Get the super fast integration feature 
with a fully customizable dashboard 
with the leading platforms right away. 

Best in class assistance & pricing
The team is always ready to assist. 
Furthermore, the prices are very pocket 
friendly with the best & suitable plans 
for the various business segments. 

VISIT US
www.cronberry.com


